ABSTRACT
The induced metric for the two dimensional (string) subspace is given by (2.2) where r axll alJ = s z xq3 are the tangent vectors. The quark fields are four component Dirac fields in Minkowski space. They are confined along the string:
The original QCS is defined by the action' S = (2.4) Here g = det [g,B] and d2uaG is the invariant volume element on the world surface. fa 5 g"fifS Z r:~" where gaB is the inverse of Dirac matrices.
TJ are the matrix generators of SU (3) At each point of the string, two normals n;(uo), a = 2,3 can be defined such that rum n = n2'n3 = 0 and n2 =n n n = -1. one can write the flat a au a With these, a Minkowski metric n PV in the following form
The We shall neglect R" in the following discussion until the end of this section.
In Section III we observe that the connection w al-iv connects only to the [TB,nal ,,v .we obtain (B.2) where B f3 = BSjTj . Using the Dirac equation It is equally straightforward to prove that the tangent components of the string equation in the first order formalism also vanish identically. (color independent spin-spin coupling) Table 2 QCD QCS
